
Web Application Security
Management Platform

Lack of Visibility Auto-Pilot Mode

Web Application architecture is
becoming complex and distributed.
Companies lack visibility on
vulnerabilities and other security
threats. Code level remediation is a
time consuming and costly process.

eCyLabs Platform enables auto-pilot mode
to discover web application assets,
Continuously detect potential threats using
hunting bot, block the exploits at perimeter
level and Instantly Recover application from
disaster.

NIST Cybersecurity Framework
eCyLabs Platform is built based on the 5-Step

Approach from NIST Cybersecurity Framework to

better Web Application Security. With this one can

Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover

security threats that are specific to business critical

applications.



Platform Quick Look

Multi-App Management
eCyLabs Platform provides a powerful

and efficient way to manage the

security of many web applications via

a single interface. It includes a

powerful dashboard, a single

interface to view and manage security

findings across all of your websites.

Deep Inspect & Protect
Discover application assets including

forgotten public areas that might be

exposing sensitive information. On

each asset, Find known and unknown

security threats as an outsider.

Single-Click protection against various

attack vectors at the application layer.

Hack Recovery
Recover infected files using an app

aware backup solution and enable

Disaster recovery part of your

business continuity.

And many more features



Automate Threat Management with eCyWAF

Security Center helps to choose required threat

hunting bots to gain insights on the security threats

that are associated with your applications. Instantly

Leverage Threat Manager to mitigate security

threats at eCyLabs Web Application Firewall

(eCyWAF) or any other Web Application Firewalls*.

How it Works

Free Website Security Check

We offer a basic Website Security Check completely for FREE! Make use of our
free service to find security threats like Malware infections, Possible Web Attacks,
SSL and Other security issues. ..Start..

https://hub.docker.com/r/ecylabs/ecywaf
https://bit.ly/3oy0bCu


Standards and Frameworks
Our Security Platform adheres to the following standards and frameworks to validate/inspect websites

and classify the threat level based on the guidelines specified by these organizations and they are

recognized globally.

Accolades
We are recognized and partnered to deliver values to our customer success.

Subscription Plans - Get Started .
Why eCyLabs?

Our platform

development and

professional

services team

brings the benefits

of Projects

expertise from

Global Banking

Enterprises.

https://ecylabs.website/getstarted

